
 

 

Class-7 

Chapter-3 (The Nature and the Beliefs of Hindu Religion) 

 

 Worksheet        Date: 13/08/2020 

 
 Answer the following questions in one or two words:                                                                     

1) Where does a man work most of the time? 

2) For whom does home become a favourite work place? 

3) Under whose affection and care does a daughter grow up after her birth? 

4) Where does a daughter go after her marriage? 

5) How many different rules of women are there in our society? What are these? 

6) What are the jobs of a woman as a wife? 

7) Who can only work for ideal children? 

8) Who is the best shelter, encourager and the source of joy in well and woe of a child? 

9) What is the duty of a child towards his/ her mother? 

10) What is Manu-Sanhita? 

11) What does Manu-Sanhita suggest about the peace of familial life? 

12) How has the respectful behaviour to the woman become the part of religion? 

13) How does the woman symbolize in Hindu Religion? 

14) How has Hindu Religion expressed the dignity to the women? 

15) Who is Adyashakti? 

16) Into how many parts does God divide Himself for creation? What are these? 

17) What is ‘Ardhanarishawar’? What does it signify? 

18) What does ‘Ardhanarishawar’ manifest? 

19) What has been said in Anushasan Parba of Mahavarata about gods’ live in the family with 

joy? 

20) What is proper way to respect women? 

21) How should we behave with women? 

22) How does God live in women? 

23) On which beliefs is Hindu Religion established? 

24) How can we show dignity to women? 

25) What is called Karmabad ? 

26) What is called Janmantarbad? 

27) Where does Karmabad lie? 

28) What is called Karmaphal? 

29) Which god’s devotee was king Bharata? 

30) Whom did king Bharata marry? 

31) Who was the father of Panchajana? 

32) How many sons did king Bharata have? 



33) Why did King Bharata go after dividing his kingdom? 

34) How did King Bharata become Munibharata? 

35) Where did Munibharat see a deer drinking water? 

36) What is there behind every action? 

37) What will we differentiate? 

38) Give an example of Karmaphal. 

 

Answer the following broad questions: 

1) Explain the concept of theory of God. 

2) Why should we believe in God? Explain. 

3) Explain the concept of Karmabad with some examples. 

4) Explain the concept of salvation or mokshalav. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 


